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From before Time began, yet, you Were!
Do you remember – distant places, distant Stars!
Your Home, your Truth
Revealed to you now
Through the Ancient Languages of Light
Coming forth now upon the Earth
For the remembrance of All that is Sacred and Holy
Within YOU!
*

*

*

Come with us now
As we take you by the hand
And lead you down the corridors of time
Through the great stone hallways of the Temple
Into this Sacred Central Chamber
Where the Light from the Stars
Was consciously anchored
Within the breast of your Mother the Earth – Gaia
The Ancient One
Beyond all Time
Beyond All Knowing

*

*

*

Do you remember the Days in the Temples?
When YOU called forth the Light from the Stars!
And spoke the Ancient Language of Light
As the Goddess energies in human form upon the Earth!
Do you Remember!
Being the Sacred Chalice for this Light?
Do you Remember?
Being Divine – and yet, of the Earth?
*

*

*

All that WAS
Is NOW being re-created on the Earth!
That All may be done in the Sacred Way
As humankind Remembers!
Remembers the Sacred Way of Alignment with the Stars
And All the Light, Love, Power, and Knowledge
Which they contain
To have the download of all of this NOW upon the Earth!
Through YOU!
Conscious Priests and Priestesses of the Light!
In the Sacred Way
*

*

*

Star’s Note:
Many years ago I spoke with Lady Portia about the fact that I could hear the words, “Uma Waka,” as the
name of this area where I live near the Catalina Mountains just north of Tucson, Arizona. Her response
was that this was "spirit speak" which was, she said, very close to the "Native American speak."

I was also given the understanding that the translation of these words means "the Land where the Earth
meets the Sky," since the soaring mountain peaks are often surrounded and caressed by the clouds
which form over the mountains.
The Ancient Ones of this area knew that these mountains are, indeed, a Sacred Area on the Earth where
much beautiful Spiritual energy is able to be downloaded and anchored into the Earth through the
action of clouds, rain, storms, and lightning – all the natural activities and elements taking place on the
Earth -- in concert with the activities of many beautiful Angels, Elohim, Ascended Masters, Cosmic, and
other Beings of the Light who assist with these activities.
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